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BILL AUSTIN, FAMOUS COYOTE HUNTER 

by William C. Porter and Randy Anderson 

By the time I found out that Bill Austin, famed 

Wyoming predator caller, trapper, and game control 

officer occasionally made cow-horn howlers, I didn't 

know that he'd then recently died. I gave my 

condolences to his widow, Paula, when I telephoned to 

inquire, and apologized for my ignorance of her loss. 

Sometime later I learned, Paula turned the Bill Austin 

Game Calls business over to another entity who -- I 

believe -- still make his all-in-one call. But I've never 

seen mention of a cow horn howler since. 

 

Bearing all of this history in mind, you can well 

understand my glee when I discovered that a long time 

friend of mine had a hobby that involved working with 

cow horns. Needless to say, I cornered him one day and 

explained what I had in mind. It took a lot of work, not 

to mention a lot of searching for the right materials. 

We've tweaked and tuned and tinkered. But my friend, 

Ken, made for me an original work of art. 

 

A cow horn howler that indeed, sounds sweeter than 

anything else I've ever tried off-the-shelf from modern 

day materials (aka plastics). The resonance is profound. 

Yips, barks, and howls from the au-natural howler call 

are magnificent. With very little exertion on my part, the 

cow horn with its natural bell, causes the howls to 

amplify loudly. Requiring less air pressure to blow the 

call leads to howls of longer duration --more like the real 

coyote howls, I think. With a slight rocking side-to-side 

motion during the howl, I'm able to re-create some of the 

off key notes that are fairly present in serenades by lone 

coyotes. (If you ever listen to a group of coyotes howl, 

you'll hear these weird notes predominantly.) Something 

I've not before been able to do with my modern, plastic 

calls. And, in experimenting, I was able to move my lips 

over the horn, completely off the mouthpiece/reed 

portion of the call. Thus creating the buzzy, owl-hoot 

sounds that I use for shocking gobblers in the spring, to 

sound off and divulge their whereabouts to me. 

Developed by a professional coyote hunter - the late Bill 

Austin. Howler kit #1 - includes long range call, short 

range call, and instructional CD from Randy Anderson 

(of Calling All Coyotes & Verminators video fame). 

Makes howling coyote sounds and distress calls. Calls 

coyotes, fox, bobcats, and even deer and antelope. 

 

I took out my Bill Austin Howler and did some deep 

male challenge sounds and started the Woodpecker 

distress on the FoxPro. 

My Tally Ho and my Bill Austin Howler are always 

carried in the outside, upper left-hand chest pocket. The 

Tally Ho slips right into the bell end of the Austin 

Howler and takes very little room. When I take them out 

to call, they both come out of my pocket, I separate them 

and if I am only going to use one, the other goes back 

into my pocket. If I am planning to use both of them, the 

one I am not using lays on my ground cover (plastic 

sheeting if it is wet or snowy) or on the ground in front 

of me in warm, dry situations. 
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